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COAF SOIREE RAISES OVER $535,000 FOR
SMART VILLAGE INITIATIVE IN ARMENIA
LOS ANGELES — The 11th Annual Children of Armenia Fund (COAF) Summer Soiree
held virtually on Sunday, August 22 was aptly titled “Building a Resilient Nation:
Achieving New Heights” in support of the organization’s signature SMART Village
initiative.
This year’s event raised over $535,000, surpassing the set goal of $350,000! Funds will
go towards COAF’s ongoing efforts aimed at revitalizing rural Armenia, providing
children and families opportunities to advance themselves and achieve their full
potential.
Debet, where the COAF SMART Center is located, is in Lori, one of Armenia’s most
impoverished regions, with over 70% of the population categorized as socially
vulnerable. COAF is prioritizing cutting-edge, sustainable solutions to strengthen
Debet’s education, healthcare, and social services systems, in addition to critical
infrastructure development and economic stimulation.
These initiatives form the backbone of COAF’s transformation of Debet into a SMART
Village, where community-focused and comprehensive approaches to development
will raise the quality of life, make the Lori region globally competitive, and help stem
the tide of emigration.
“The Debet community is facing the very real threat of depopulation within the next
20 years. The grim reality is that nobody else in Armenia is investing the same energy
in our neglected rural communities as we are. Now more than ever, we need to act as
a collective and fight for the revival of our overlooked areas,” stated COAF Managing
Director Korioun Khatchadourian during his address.
The event was hosted by Araksya Karapetyan of Good Day L.A. on FOX 11 Los Angeles,
COAF Head of Development Haig Boyadjian, and world-famous auctioneer Gabriel
Butu. The program featured spectacular performances by Universal Dance Studio
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and Voices of Artsakh, along with stunning jewelry pieces graciously donated by
TACORI for the Soiree’s auction.
From building regional health centers to providing homes for displaced families from
Artsakh, COAF is committed to strengthening and supporting the Homeland. The
organization’s supporters have consistently demonstrated the will of the Armenian
people to collectively build a strong, high-achieving nation, built on resilience and
innovation.
The full recording of the 11th Annual COAF Summer Soiree can be viewed free of
charge at www.givebutter.com/coafsoiree where you may also contribute to
empowering rural Armenian youth through the organization's ongoing education,
health, social and economic programs in over 60 villages.

About COAF
The Children of Armenia Fund (COAF) is a non-profit, non-governmental organization that
employs community-led approaches aimed at improving the quality of life in rural Armenia,
with a particular focus on children and youth. COAF’s target development areas are
education, healthcare, social and economic development. COAF launched its programs in
2004, starting in one village and expanding to 64 villages in Armavir, Aragatsotn, Lori,
Gegharkunik, Shirak, and Tavush regions, impacting more than 107,000 beneficiaries.
Since 2015, COAF has developed and started implementing the SMART Initiative. COAF
SMART is designed to advance a generation across the rural world through education that
will benefit individuals, societies, and the environment. As an exemplary model of
development, COAF SMART will be replicated in other regions and communities throughout
Armenia. The first COAF SMART Center was inaugurated on May 27, 2018, near the village of
Debet, Lori Region.
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